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Why not try this
little quiz and rate
yourself as a parent.

Good

Okay

I could
do better

1. Taking good care of the
child’s(basic(physical(needs,(
e.g. food, warmth, health.
2. Keeping the child safe from
physical danger and abuse.
3. Being positive and caring
towards the child.
4. Spending time playing with,
talking to and teaching
the child.
5. Providing a stable home
with regular routines.
6. Providing a good example,
Being a role model.
7. Providing clear behaviour
Guidelines, setting limits and
consistently enforcing these.
!")/ )/ ("4. +&&5 -42#*.)*+ )/ 4*5 4'(46/ "4/ 3##*7
As well as discipline, number 7, the first six factors are also important in
ensuring your child learns good behaviour and grows up happy and well adjusted.

!"#2# 42# 4. '#4/. %)1# (46/ 0")'52#* '#42* 3#"41)&82
1.

9")'52#* '#42* ."2&8+" "41)*+ 2#+8'42 2&8.)*#/ : Regular routines
get children into patterns of behaviour. Routines are particularly important
for establishing regular sleeping, eating and toileting patterns. Routines will
help establish good behaviour patterns.

2. 9")'52#* '#42* 36 &3/#21)*+ 4*5 0&-6)*+ &."#2/ ! Especially their
parents and older brothers and sisters. Therefore it is very important that
you and others in the household set a good example.
3. 9")'52#* '#42* 36 "41)*+ 0'#42 +8)5#')*#/ /#. ! They need to be
clearly told (and sometimes shown) the behaviour that you want and also told
that certain behaviours are unacceptable when they occur. Therefore it is
important to set limits(to(your(children’s(behaviour.(Note(that(these(limits(
often need to be backed up by consequences to be effective.
4. 9")'52#* '#42* 36 ."# 0&*/#;8#*0#/ &% ."#)2 3#"41)&82 ! If their
behaviour is followed by consequences they want or like (e.g. getting their
own way or getting what or something they want) then they will repeat those
behaviours more often. If their behaviour is followed by an unpleasant
consequence (e.g. not getting to do something or having something taken away
for a certain amount of time) they(don’t(want(then(they(are(less(likely(to(
repeat those behaviours.

5. 9")'52#* '#42* 36 -240.)0)*+ 3#"41)&82/7
6. 9")'52#* '#42* ."2&8+" #<-#2)#*0# ! (or trial and error) which is just a
combination of the above.
These are ways
children learn
unacceptable
behaviours as well as
positive behaviours

!& .#40" 4 0")'5 4 3#"41)&82= &%.en$%ust$telling$them$isn.t$
#*&8+"7 >&8 "41# .& #<-'4)*= 5#?&*/.24.# 4*5 +#. ."#?
.& -240.)0# ). /#1#24' .)?#/7
@!AB@ CD !AE9FCDG HAFEICJKL
M7 9'#42'6 #<-'4)* ."# 2#;8)2#5 3#"41)&827
N7 O#?&*/.24.#P So the child can observe what they are
supposed to do.
Q7 G#. ."# 0")'5 .& -240.)0#P Guide the through the
behaviour if necessary.
R7 B240.)0# 4*5 S##5340TP Praise the attempt as well as
pointing(out(what(wasn’t(quite(right.
U7 J*+&)*+ B240.)0# 4*5 L#)*%&20#?#*.P Do this over the
next few weeks until the behaviour is learned.
(Tick charts can help a parent consistently teach and reinforce
behaviours and also motivate a child).
!
!
!
!
!

B2&1)5)*+ 0'#42 +8)5#')*#/ 4*5 2#+8'42 2&8.)*#/7
@#..)*+ 4 +&&5 #<4?-'#7
!#40")*+ 4*5 2#(425)*+ +&&5 3#"41)&82/ /& ). )*02#4/#/7
C+*&2)*+ &2 -8*)/")*+ 8*400#-.43'# 3#"41)&82/7
!")/ )/ ("4. (# /& .& "#'- 0")'52#* '#42* .& 3#"41# ."#
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HE@C9
1.
2.
3.
4.

@J9CEV @WCVV@ !J VAELD
Do what Mum and Dad tell you.
Speak pleasantly to people.
It is wrong to push, hit, kick or hurt.
Leave other people and their things alone.

REMEMBER TO
USE LOTS OF
PRAISE AND
ENCOURAGEMENT

It is normal for young children to misbehave at times, trying to get
their own way and seeing how much they can get away with. What
they need to find out is that you have the strategies and confidence
to deal effectively with their behaviour and that you will
consistently do so.
X"#* 6&8 0")'5 ?)/3#"41#/ .")/ )/ ("4. 6&8 5&\
M7 G)1# 4 /"&2. 0'#42 )*/.280.)&* .#'')*+
."#? #<40.'6 ("4. ."#6 "41# .& 5&
e.g.(<=ohn, stop(teasing(your(sister(now”

N7 X4). U /#0&*5/
C% Y&"* 5&#/ 0&?-'6
Q7 B24)/# ")?
<That’s(good(=ohn.(We(
try to speak nicely to
each(other(in(this(house”

C% Y&"* 5&#/ *&. 0&?-'6
Q47 L#-#4. ."# )*/.280.)&*
ZB#2"4-/ 4 (42*)*+[7

E.g.(<=ohn(is(you(don’t(stop
teasing(you(sister(you’ll(have(10(
minutes time out in your
bedroom”.(

Q47X4). U /#0&*5/
C% Y&"* 5&#/ 0&?-'6
U47G)1# 4 -&/).)1#
0&??#*.
<That’s(better(=ohn,(you(
did(what(Mum(said”(

C% Y&"* 5&#/ *&. 0&?-'6
U4794'?'6 %&''&( ()." 4
0&*/#;8#*0#7

E.g.(<=ohn(you did not stop teasing you
sister. Go to your room for 10 minutes”.(
Just ignore any fuss or arguing and
take(them(if(they(won’t(go

G&&5 2&8.)*#/ 3#0&?# +&&5 "43)./ 4*5 ."#
#42')#2 6&8 /.42. ."# #4/)#2 ). )/]

Households run a lot more smoothly when there are some regular
routines. Routines provide a systematic, orderly
way of doing things and are important in
establishing good patterns of behaviour in children.
Times like getting ready for school, mealtimes
and getting ready for bed go a lot more smoothly
and with a lot less stress if routines are established.
Activities like getting ready for school need to be broken down into
the various behaviours involved
Getting ready for school

Mon Tue

Up and dressed by 7:45
Wash
Beakfast
Clean teeth
Lunch and bag packed by 8:30
Smile and a hug good bye
What is the routine at your house? Does
everyone know what they are meant to be
doing? Do you spend the morning yelling or
nagging at the kids to get ready? Would it help
to have the routines, or expectations, written
down(and(decided(by(everyone?(Wouldn’t(it(be(
better to praise what they have done then
encourage them with the next step.

Wed

Thu

Fri

Everyone has to deal with problems G they are a normal part of
everyday life. Life goes more smoothly for those people who know
how to deal with and resolve problems that come along. This is a set
of problem solving steps that can be applied to most problems:
@!AB M ! X"4. )/ ."# -2&3'#?^
Say exactly what it is G be specific G write it down.
@!AB N ! X"6 5& 6&8 .")*T ). "4--#*#5^
Consider and write down any ideas on why it is happening.
@.#- Q ! X"4. 42# -&//)3'# (46/ .& /&'1# .")/ -2&3'#?^
Come up with three possible solutions if you can.
@.#- R ! 9"&&/# ."# /&'8.)&* 6&8 .")*T ()'' (&2T 3#/. %&2 6&8
It might be the simplest, the most practical or one your parent
agrees to.
@.#- U ! X&2T &8. 6&82 -'4* %&2 "&( .& -8. 6&82 /&'8.)&* )*.&
-240.)0#7 Make sure its simple, practical and that you will be
able to follow it through.
@.#- _ ! !L> C!]
Put it into practice long enough to give it a chance to work.
@.#- , ! A14'84.# ).
Think. Is it beginning to work in overcoming the problem? If
not,(why(isn’t(it(working?(How(can(you(change(your(plan(to(make(
it work better? What else could you try?

The important parenting practices that lead to happy well behaved
children are given below:
E--2&-2)4.#
O)/0)-')*#

Clear limits set
Consistent use of
consequences

E3)').6 .&\

C*1&'1#?#*. )*
Child.s$life$
Time
Energy
Love

Solve problems
Resolve conflict
Cope with crises

FEBB>
XAVV
HAFEIAO
9FCVO
`&*).&2)*+ 4*5
@8-#21)/)&*

B&/).)1#
B42#*.)*+
!#0"*);8#/

Encouragement
Modeling
Routines Teaching

TO PREVENT PROBLEM
BEHAVIOURS

!#40" 9")'5 .&\

Inow(the(child’s
Activities, Peers,
Whereabouts

Do what Mum and
Dad say. Be nice to
others and speak
pleasantly.

Go over rules of required behaviour
Teach and reinforce the right
behaviour with praise or a reward
Ignore or use a punishment
whenever the wrong behaviour
Do this consistently

SUITABLE PUNISHMENTS
The best punishments are generally
short and as immediate as possible G
(especially for preschoolers)
- Take away a toy or a privilege
- Lose TV time, earlier to bed
- Take then away from an activity
- Time out

9")'52#* *##5 2#+8'42 5&/#/ &% -&/).)1# .)?# ()."
."#)2 -42#*./a042#+)1#2/7 J%.#* U .& Mb ?)*8.#/
"#2 4*5 ."#2# ."2&8+"&8. ."# 546 ! #7+7 "#'-)*+
."#? +#. /.42.#5 4. 4* 40.)1).6= -'46)*+ 4 +4?#=
2#45)*+ ."#? 4 /"&2. /.&26= 4/T)*+ ."#? 43&8.
("4. ."#6 42# 5&)*+= 38)'5)*+ /&?#.")*+ &8. &%
3'&0T/ ()." ."#?= +&)*+ %&2 4 (4'T7

Good times with
children is one
of the great
things about
being a parent

!"#/# -&/).)1# .)?#/ 42# )?-&2.4*. %&2 38)'5)*+ 4 +&&5
2#'4.)&*/")- ()." 6&82 0")'5 ! 4*5 #*c&643'# %&2 6&8 4*5 ."# 0")'5
! 4*5 &%.#* %8* ! 4*5 4'/& ?4T# ."# 0")'5 ?&2# ')T#'6 .& 3# 0&:
&-#24.)1# 4*5 3#"41# (#''7 @& 6&8 /##= ."#/# -&/).)1# .)?#/ 5& 4
'&. &% +&&57
X# 4'' *##5 -24)/# 4*5 #*0&824+#?#*.= #/-#0)4''6
children.$It$develops$a$child.s /#'%:#/.##?= "#'-/ ."#?
.& 3#0&?# 0&*%)5#*. 4*5 #*0&824+#/ ."#? .& .267
Catch the child when they are good and
praise them. This builds up good behaviour

X"#* 6&8 -24)/# 4 0")'5 ?4T# /82# 6&8 /46 ."# #<40.
3#"41)&82 6&8 42# -'#4/#5 ()." #7+7 24."#2 ."4* /46)*+
:good$girl;$say$:Mary,$I$am$really$-'#4/#5 ."4. 6&8
get$your$schoolbag$packed$all$by$yourself;7
F41)*+ -&/).)1# .)?#/ 4*5 +)1)*+ -&/).)1# 0&??#*./ %&2 +&&5
3#"41)&82 #40" 546 ()'' -2&580# -&/).)1#= "4--6= 0&*%)5#*.
0")'52#*7
K/# '&./ &% ."#/# (&25/\ Great, fantastic, well done, good effort,
thank you, excellent, wonderful, you have tried really hard, wow,
awesome,(I(love(the(way(you(did(that(etcK..

This is a common and effective strategy used by many parents. The theory is
that you remove the child from a situation they like where there is company and
interesting activities (e.g. lounge) and place them for a short period in a room
where there is no company or things to do (bedrooms may have lots of toys and
not be much of a deterrent). One or two minutes time out for each year of age
is enough e.g. for a six year old 6 minutes minimum and 12 minutes maximum
time out.
E.g.(<Tipene,(you(hit(you(sister.(We(don’t(have(hitting(in(this(family.(Ten(minutes(
time(out.(Now(go(to(your(bedroom”.(As(soon(as(the(time(is(up(go(to(the(child’s(
room(and(say(<Your(ten(minutes(is(up,(you(can(come(out(now”.(It(is(also(good(to(
talk about what happened, e.g. hitting and establish what happened, what they
could do instead of hitting i.e. walk away, ignore, tell someone. Remember to let
the child know that they are OK but that behaviour is not. If you are constantly
telling(a(child(they(are(naughty(it(makes(the(child(believe(that’s(what(they(are.(
However, if you let a child know that they are loved and cherished but certain
behaviours are not Ok, It separates the child from the behaviour.
If(the(child(says,(<I(don’t(care,(I(like(it(in(my(bedroom,”(when(heNshe(leaves(
just ignore it, they just want you attention or to put off going to time out and
by responding you are giving it to them. You have made your point G the child
gets(the(message(<This(behaviour(is(not(okay.(This(is(a(consequence(for(it(and(
they(mean(what(they(say”.(Similarly(if(the(child(says(<No,(I’m(not(staying(here”,(
when(you(tell(them(they(cannot(come(out,(just(ignore(it(or(say(<Fine,(you(can(
come(out(when(you(are(ready”.(Remember,(don’t(tell(the(child(off(when(time(out(
is over G they(have(had(their(punishment,(they(don’t(need(telling(off(as(well.(You(
may in a calm voice(say(something(like(<Remember,(you(do(not(hit(your(sister”.
With very difficult children you may need to take them there and hold the door
shut or hold then in time out deliberately not looking at them or speaking to
them till their time is up.

X44"]

I’ll(have(to(give(up(
soon.(It’s(not(making(
Mum give in.

It is important to have clear rules and boundaries that everyone
agrees to. If the whole family can decide together what they
believe is important it allows everyone to feel part of the process
and have a sense of ownership over the values. It also means
everyone understand what each value means in a practical sense.
This is an example of family values. It is also important for these to
be(about(how(you(want(things(to(be(instead(of(what(you(don’t(want(
them to be and these values are in a language children understand
Se.g.(instead(a(<no(swearing”(or(<no(running(in(the(house”(you(could(
have(<speak(nicely(to(each(other”(and(<walking(feet(inside”T.

JKL SE`CV> BLJ`C@A
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M7 !LAE!
J!FAL@ as

N7 BLEC@A

you would like to
be treated

each(other’s(
strengths and
achievements

U7 BVE>
SECL

_7 K@A
LAE@JD

whether winning
or losing

not violence or
insult to settle
arguments.

ourselves

g7 @FJX
CD!ALA@!

Mb7 LA@BA9!
!FA LKVA@

in(each(other’s
friends, hobbies
whereaboutsK

and boundaries
of our home.

Q7 @KBBJL!
d 9J`SJL!

R7 FAVB d
BLJ!A9!

each other in
rough times

each other

,7 @E>
BVAE@A=
!FEDW >JK
d Ae9K@A `A

f7 @BADO
!C`A
!EVWCDG d
VC@!ADCDG

to each other

together

MM7 OJ JKL
@FELA

MN7 @FELA

of tasks around
our home

at least one
meal a day
together

